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Hamilton Cardiology is Pleased to Welcome Mohammed Gibreal, MD!
Hamilton Cardiology welcomes Mohammed Gibreal,
MD. A graduate of the University of Damascus
School of Medicine, Dr. Gibreal later completed an
internship and residency at the George Washington
University Medical Center. Dr. Gibreal then completed his cardiology fellowship at the George Washington University Medical Center where he obtained
level II training in echocardiography and nuclear
cardiology as well as level I training in cardiac magnetic resonance imaging.
Dr. Gibreal’s clinical interests include cardiac critical care, electrophysiology and noninvasive cardiology (3D echocardiographic imaging and nuclear cardiac imaging). His research focuses on coronary artery disease, infections of cardiac devices and treatment/ablation of cardiac arrhythmias (atrial fibrillation).
Fluent in Arabic and English, Dr. Gibreal is of Palestinian ancestry and was born and raised in
Syria. His empathy and compassion compelled him to assist tragically sick patients within the
community, leading Dr. Gibreal to the medical specialty of cardiology. He is caring, realistic, optimistic and is a true believer in the balance between clinical judgment and up-to-date medical opportunities and procedures. Following in his footsteps, Dr. Gibreal has two siblings who share his
passion for medicine and caring for others; one a dentist and the other an ENT surgeon.
Apart from writing an intriguing novel founded on historic biblical stories, Dr. Gibreal also enjoys
watching foreign movies and going to outdoor classical music concerts. He engages in daily exercise to maintain a healthy work/life balance and aspires to play the piano.
Dr. Gibreal is enthusiastic to join Hamilton Cardiology and building a long-lasting career bringing
his expertise to cutting edge medicine and to one of the most current evidence-based practice.
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PAD Facts Cheat Sheet!

Enjoy Heart-Healthy Pumpkin Banana Bread!
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